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This invention relates to a typewriting ma ings 21 mounted in the side plates of the
chine driven by a power device, such as an frame
15 and is driven by beveled gears 22
electric motor, and has for its object the pro from the
shaft 18. The shaft 20 carries a
vision of such a machine which shall be of friction roller
23 for operating the type bars
5 improved construction and operation and in in
a manner to be described. The roller 23
which the energy for operating the type bars
be made of leather rings or washers
is supplied by the power apparatus, the ma may
threaded
on the shaft 20 and held in place by
chine
being
controlled
by
a
keyboard
in
the
nuts
24.
Other material may, of course, be
usual mariner.
used
for
the
roller 23, but it has been found
()
The invention is exemplified in the combi that leather provides
nation and arrangement of parts shown in face for the roller. a suitable friction sur
the accompanying drawings and described The motor 16 is controlled by a switch 25
in the following specification, and it is more
5

securedside
to the
reartheofmotor
the frame
at the
op
particularly
pointed
out
in
the
appended
posite
from
16.
The
switch
claims.
In the drawings

20

25

Fig. 1 is an elevation of a key lever show
ing
the power mechanism controlled there
by for actuating a type bar;
Fig. 2 is a fragmentary horizontal section
al view showing the key lever mounting;

Fig. 3 is a view similar to Fig. 2, but show
ing the opposite side of the machine;
Fig. 4 is a fragmentary horizontal section
al view showing the adjustable control for

theFig.
power
operating mechanism;
5 is a fragmentary vertical sectional

4)

view of the interlocking mechanism for the
key levers;
Fig. 6 is a fragmentary vertical section
showing the adjustable control for the power
mechanism;
Fig. 7 is a fragmentary top plan, with
parts in section, showing the control lever
for the motor and associated parts;
Fig. 8 is a front elevation, and Fig. 9 is
a side elevation of the control lever for the
electric switch with its associated parts;
Fig. 10 is a perspective view of the hand
lever and link connection for operating the
control mechanism for the power drive;

Fig. 11 is a fragmentary top plan view,
with parts in section. showing the motor con
nection for the power roller;
Fig. 12 is a top plan view, and Fig.13 is a
side elevation of a modified form of inter
locking mechanism applied to the sublevers.
The numeral 15 designates the base frame
of a typewriter, the form shown in the
drawings being that of a “Woodstock ma
chine. Mounted on the rear of the frame

55

60

25, as shown in Fig. 7, is operated by a O
plunger 26 and a link 27 connected with the
lower end of a downwardly projecting arm
28 of a lever 29 pivoted at 30 on the frame
15. The leyer 29, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9,
is provided with a stud 31 which projects 73
through a slot 32 in a hand crank 34. A
detent 35 is pivoted at 36 to the frame 15
and is provided with spaced notches 37 and
38 for holding the lever 29 against pivotal 80
movement. The detent 35 is provided with
a cam slot 39 which receives a pin 40 carried
by the hand crank 34. The cam slot 39 is so
shaped as to lift the detent 35 during the
first nart of the movement of the hand crank

34. This will free the detent from the pin 31

so that by the time the hand crank 34 has

moved the distance of the slot 32 the detent

will be free from the pin 31 so that further

movement of the hand crank will carry the
lever 29 in unison with it until the pin 31 en
gages the notch 37. When the pin 31 reaches

the notch 37 the detent is again lowered by
quently the switch link 27 in its other ex
treme position. It is thus seen that the
detent 35 provides an automatic stop for
locking the switch lever in either of its ex
treme positions, the stop being automatically
released when the hand crank 34 is moved
in either direction. This same movement of
the hand crank 34, as will be explained later,
sets
the typewriting mechanism for either
hand or power operation.
As shown more clearly in Fig. 4, the pivot
pin 30 is journaled in a bushing 41 and is
rigidly fixed with the lever arm 29. The
inner end of the pivot pin 36 carries a cam

90

the cam 39 to lock the lover 29 and conse

15 is a motor 16 provided with a worm
drive 17 for rotating a shaft 18 journaled in plate 42 rigidly attached theretoforadiust
brackets 19 projecting from the side of the ing the operating mechanism into different
machine. A shaft 20 is journaled in bush positions for either hand or power actua

95

100

105

0
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a cam face 85 in the path of travel
tion, as will be described. The arm 29 is carries
the rollers 63. When one of the rollers
held to the pin 30 by means of a collar 43 of
to which the arm 29 is secured and which 63 strikes the cam face 85 the arm 76 is
noved downwardly and operating through 0
carries a shoulder 44 on which the hand the
pins 80 and 84 imparts an impulse to
crank 45 is journaled. The collar 43 is tle type
bar 83 to produce a printing stroke.
secured to the pin 30 by a set screw 46.
roller 63 will not engage the cam face
A pair of plates 47 and 48 are supported The
on pins 49 and 50, respectively, which pro S5 throughout the entire movement of the
ject inwardly from the side plates of the type bar 83, but will leave the cam face
0. machine frame, the plates being provided prior to the completion of the printing
leaving the parts to complete the
with slots 51 for permitting a limited lon stroke
printing operation under the influence of
gitudinal movement. The rear ends of the their
momentum. The force of the impact
plates 47 and 48 are provided with hooks 52 may be
regulated by varying the position
for receiving cams 53 carried on a shaft 54.
25 Studs 55 projecting inwardly from the walls of the rod 61 relative to the cam face 85 80
permit a greater or less period of
of the frame 15 pass through the enlarged SO as to between
the roller's 63 and the cam
elongated openings 56 in the plates 47 and contact
face.
The
position
61 is shifted
48, the studs being provided with washers 57 iny means of the camsof53theon rod
54. It
to hold the plates 47 in an upright posi will be appal'ent that rotationtheofshaft
the shaft 54
tion and to prevent lateral movement there Will move the plates 47 and 48 fore
and aft
of. Springs 59 normally hold the rear ends
of the plates 47 and 48 in their upper po of the machine and consequently adjust the
of the rod 61.
sitions. A pair of transverse rods 60 and position
The
shaft
is provided with a pinion S6 90
61 connect the plates 47 and 48. On the rod Secured to one54end
thereof and meshing with
61 are fixed a plurality of cam discs 62, each a segment 87 operated
by lever mechanism
disc being provided with a pair of laterally
shown
more
clearly
in
Fig. 10. The seg
projecting cam rollers 63. The rod 60 car
ries a plurality of escapement dogs 64, one ment 87 is provided with a pivot 88 and an
for each disc 62. Each dog 64 has an abut arm 89 on the inside of the machine frame
30 ment member 65, as shown in Fig. 1, for 15. A link. 90 connects the arm 89 with an
arm 91 pivoted at 92 on a bracket 93 secured
engaging one of the rollers 63 and is also to
provided with a nose 66 for engaging the the inner face of the forward upright post
rollers 63 when the disc 62 is turned to a of the machine frame 15 by means of screws
different position from that shown in Fig. 1. passing through openings 94. A yoke 95 is
33 A spring 67 is wound about the rod 60 and formed integrally with the arm 91 and is 100
with an upper pivotal support 96
has one end thereof secured to the dog 64 provided
in a linement with the pivot 92. A hand
while the other end bears against the roll lever
97 is secured to the yoke 95 by means
ers 63. The cam discs 62 are journaled on
of which the yoke and arm 91 may be 05
the rod 61 independently of one another so swung
about their pivotal supports 92 and
that each disc is free to rotate while the
96.
A
detent 98 is pivoted at 99 on the
other discs remain stationary.
Each escapement dog 64 is provided with bracket 93 and is provided with a series of
a plunger 68 pivoted thereto at 69 and ex lotches 100 for receiving a pin, 101 to
retain the arm 91 in its adjusted
tending upwardly through slots in one flange yieldingly
positions. A spring 102 holds the detent 0.
of an angle bar 70. The upper ends of the 98
plungers 68 are provided with flanges 71. against the pin 101 but permits movement
the pin when sufficient force is exerted on
providing seats for engagement with contact of
the
lever 97.
w
lugs 72 on key levers 73. Each of the plung
ers 68 is provided with a transverse pin 74 If one of the key levers 73 is depressed 5
50 to limit the movement of the plungers 68 while the power roller 23 is rotating the
68 will be moved downwardly a
under the influence of the spring 67 when plunger.distance
to free abutment 65 from the
the plungers are moved out of operative re slight
roller 63. When this occurs the spring 67
lation with the key levers, as will be ex will
rotate the cam disc 62 about the rod
plained later.
A transverse bar 75 extends from one side 61 until the disc engages the roller 23, the 20
of the machine frame to the other and carries disc being elongated so that when partially
its periphery will be brought into
a series of arms 76 pivoted at 77 on the rotated with
the roller 23. As soon as the
bar 75, each arm being provided with a contact
disc 62 engages the roller 23 it will be driven
spring
78
and
an
adjusting
screw
79
for
re
60 siliently pressing the arm upwardly about its thereby to cause the roller 63 at the left of
center of the disc, as viewed in Fig. 1,
pivot 77. The ends of the arms 76 opposite the
to engage the cam surface 85 and actuate
65

the bar 75 are provided with pins 80 which
engage slots 81 in a series of sublevers 82 the type bar. The springs 59 resiliently hold
periphery of the roller (33 against the
which operate the type bars 83 by means of the
pin and slot connections 84. Each arm 76 l'oller 23 during the driving operation and
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permit sufficient downward movement of the
diameter of the cam disc due to its elongated
shape. If the key is held down during this
operation the roller 63 will be intercepted by
rod 61 to accommodate the increase in the

8

the depression of the key levers. In some
cases it may be desirable to disconnect the
power mechanism and to operate the type
Writer by hand. It will be seen from Fig. 1
that each of the key levers 73 is provided 70
with a laterally projecting pin 111 arranged
to engage the top of the operating arm of
the sublever 82. If the key lever is depressed
by hand a sufficient amount the type bar will

the nose 66 of the dog 64 which is projected
upwardly into the path of the roller by the
depression of the key. This will arrest the
rotation of the disc 62 with the depression
0. 103 opposite the power roller 23, so that the
operated through the medium of the pin 75
power roller 23 is free to rotate without oper be
111.
This pin, however, does not interfere
ating the cam disc after it has been arrested with the
power operation of the machine
by the nosepiece 66. When the key is finally since the movement
of the sublever by power
released the spring 67 will further rotate the
5 can disc until it is stopped by the abutment. carries the short arm of the sublever away
from the pin 111. In order to permit suffi 80
65. If it should happen that the key lever cient
downward movement of the key levers
is released prior to the completion of the for hand
operation it is necessary to swing
printing action the roller 63 will be initially the comb 104
out of operative position and at
stopped by the abutment 65 since release of the same time
shift the plungers 68 out
20
the key lever will return the abutment 65 of registration with
the projections 72 on the 85
into the path of the cam rollers simultan key levers. This change
in the position of
eously with the movement of the nosepiece the parts for hand operation
is secured by
66 out of their path. It is seen that at each means of the cam plate 42 connected
to the
depression of a key lever the corresponding pivot pin 30 and takes place simultaneously
25
cam disc 66 is given a half rotation causing with the operation of the switch 25 for dis
one of the rollers 63 to engage the cam face connecting
power motor.
65 and operate a type bar. The depression The ram the
plate
is provided with a cam
of the key lever is slight compared with that groove 112 which42engages
roller 113 pro
necessary for operating the type bars by jecting from the end of the aplate
Rota 95
30
hand and the force required is very slight tion of the cam plate 42 swings the104.
comb
since it is only necessary to overcome the resi from full line to broken line positions,104
as
liency of the spring 67. The power for per shown in Fig. 6, thus clearing the projec
forming the printing operation is furnished tions 101 to permit sufficient movement of
by the power roller 23. It is desirable that the
key levers for hand operation. Simul 00
only one of the key levers shall be depressed taneously
with the movement of the comb
at a given time and in order to positively 104 the plungers
68 are drawn forwardly
prevent simultaneous depression of more out of registration with
72 by
than one lever an interlocking device is pro means of a cam slot 114 inthetheprojections
plate
42.
This
vided
comprising
a
slotted
bar
or
comb
104
cam
slot
engages
a
roller
115
mounted
on
extending transversely of the machine and plate 116 which is pivoted on the pin 49 anda 105
pivotally supported at 105 on opposite sides which carries the angle bar 70. When the
of the machine frame. The bar is provided angle bar 70 is moved forwardly by the cam
with a series of slots 106, one for each of the slot 114 the plungers 68 are held from up
key levers 73. A recess 10 is provided in ward movement by the pins 74, as previously
one face of the bar for receiving a series of explained.
plate 116 is provided with a 110
discs 108. A plate 109 partially covers the downwardlyThe
projecting
tailpiece 117-having
recess 107 and retains the discs 108 in posi an opening 118 therein arranged to register
tion in the recess. Sufficient clearance is with a corresponding opening in the plate
provided between the discs 108 to accommo 47. A screw is inserted in these openings to
50
date
the thickness of a single key lever only facilitate assembling of the parts when the 15
between the discs.
machine is being built, but after assembly the
Each key lever is provided with a down screw
removed so that the parts are free
wardly projecting portion 110 arranged to to moveis relative
to one another. A cam plate
extend between the dises 108 and to be ar 42 is provided at
one side of the machine 20
55
rested in its downward movement by the only as the bars 104
and 70 are sufficiently
bottom of the slots 106 in the comb 104 which rigid to be swung from
force applied at one
, thus constitutes a stop for limiting the move end only.
ment of the key levers. It will be apparent The interlocking mechanism for prevent
(0 from Fig. 5 that when one key lever is de ing simultaneous movement of more than one
pressed any downward movement of an ad key lever at a given time may be associated 125
ditional key lever will be arrested by en with
parts of the mechanism other
gagement with one of the discs 108. The than various
the
key
levers
As an ex
movement permitted by the slots 106 is rela ample, Figs. 12 andthemselves.
13 show one arrange
tively
slight
and
is
considerally
less
than
is
by which the interlocking mechanism
65
required when the type bal's are operated by ment
may be made to cooperate with the Sublevel's. 130
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2.
C-set

.

does not affect the operation of the key
As there shown, a slotted comb 119 is ar itlevers.
ranged to register with projections 120 on 4. In a typewriter, a plurality of key-op
the sublevers 82, the comb being provided erated levers, interlocking mechanism for
with discs 121 interlocking with the projec

limiting the number of levers that can be
operated at one time, said interlocking mech
108 shown in Fig. 5. The comb is carried anism
being movable out of operable position
by stud pins 122, one pin being pivotally
relative to said levers.

tions 120 in the same manner as the discs
mounted at each side of the machine frame.

One of the pins 122 is provided with a hand
crank 123 by means of which the comb may
be moved into and out of operative position,
as shown in Fig. 13. A spring pressed pin
or detent 125 is arranged to cooperate with
various openings 126 in the machine frame
to hold the comb in either of its adjusted po

5. The combination with a typewriter hav
ing a plurality of key levers, said typewriter

70

75

being manually operable by said key levers,
of power mechanism controlled by said key
levers for actuating said typewriter, a stop
for limiting the movement of said key levers
to a given range of movement during power 80
operation of said typewriter, interlocking
sitions.
While I have shown one embodiment of means for preventing operation of more
single key lever at one time during
the present invention it will be understood than a operation,
and means for moving said
that various changes in details of construc power
tion may be made without departing from stop and interlocking means out of operative 85
relation with said key levers to permit hand
the spirit and scope of the invention as de Cperation
of said typewriter.
fined in the appended claims.
6. The combination with a typewriter
Having thus described my invention, what having
plurality of key levers, of power 90
I claim as new and desire to secure by Let operateda mechanism
controlled by said key
ters Patent of the United States is:
for
actuating
said
typewriter, a stop
1. In a typewriter, a motor driven device, levels
limiting the movement of said key levers
a plurality of key levers, a plurality of type for
power operation of said typewriter, a.
bars connected with said key levers for hand during
plurality
of contact devices engaged by said
operation of said type bars, means controlled
30 by said key levers for causing said type bars key levers for selectively controlling said
power-operated mechanism; and means for
to be actuated by said motor driven device, a simultaneously
said stop and con
stop for limiting the movement of said key tact devices outshifting
of operative relation with
levers to a given amount for power operation
of said typewriter, interlocking means for said key levers to permit hand operation of 100
preventing operation of more than a single said7. typewriter.
In combination, a typewriter having a
key lever at one time during power operation, plurality
of key levers, a stop bar for limit
and means for moving said stop and inter
locking means out of operative position to ing the movement of said key levers, a plu
permit a larger range of movement to said rality of contact devices operable by said key
& key levers for hand operation of said type levers, power-operated mechanism for said
writer and to permit depression of more than typewriter controlled by said contact de
a single key lever at one time during hand vices, a guide bar for said contact devices,
and a cam for shifting the position of said
operation.
stop
and guide bar to move said stop and
2. In a typewriter, a motor driven mecha
nism, a plurality of type bars, key levers, a contact devices out of operative relation 10
with said key levers to permit hand opera
device to stop the key levers so that they tion
of said typewriter.
cannot be moved beyond the given position
adapted to operation of the motor driven 8. The combination with a typewriter hav
mechanism, said key lever stopping device ing means for either hand or power opera
50 comprising interlocking means for allowing tion, of a control device for setting said
no more than a single key to be depressed at typewriter for either hand or power opera
a movable member for operating said
one time, and means for moving said inter tion,
locking means into a new position adaptable control device, and means actuated by said
to manual operation of the type bars and movable member for locking said device in 20
55 when in said new position permitting the key different positions of adjustment.
levers to be moved farther than , he said 9. The combination with a typewriter
given position and permitting more than one having means for either hand or power op
eration, of a movable member for adjusting
key lever to operate at a time.
3. In a typewriter, a plurality of key Said typewriter for hand or power operation, 25
60 levers, interlocking mechanism for allowing a detent for holding said movable member
only one key lever at a time to be operated in different positions of adjustment, and
operated by said movable member
by hand, said locking mechanism arranged means
to be placed in the path of the key lever in during initial movement thereof for releas
operable position, and means for moving said ing said detent.
65 interlocking mechanism into a position where
10. In a typewriter, a drive roller, a plu 30
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rality of rotatable members arranged tose
lectively engage said drive roller, and a
frame for supporting, said rotatable men
bers, said frame being movable relative to
said roller to vary the relation of Said rotat

16. In a typewriter, a drive roller, a bar

arranged parallel with said drive roller and
having a plurality of cam plates mounted
thereon, yielding means for individually ro
tating said can plates to bring the pe 70
ing members with said roller.
p
ripheries thereof into engagement with said
11. The combination with a typewriter, drive roller, detents mounted independently
of a drive roller therefor, a plurality of of
said bar for holding said cam plates
rotatable members for engaging said roller, against
rotation, and key levers for releas
10 a frame for supporting said rotatable mem ing said detents to permit rotation of said 75
bers, resilient means for moving said frame cam plates.
toward said roller, and means for shifting 17. In a typewriter, a drive roller, a shaft
said frame transversely of said roller to vary extending parallel with said roller, a plural
the relation of said rotatable members rela ity of camplates independently rotatable on
5 tive to said roller.
shaft, a contact member carried by each 80
12. The combination with a typewriter, O said
of
said
means for selectively engag
a drive roller therefor, a plurality of rotat ing saidplates,
camplates
said drive roller,
able members for selectively engaging said type bars, and meanswith
actuated by said con
roller, a frame for supporting said rotatable tact members during rotation of said cam 85
20 members, said frame comprising a pair of plates for operating said type bars.
plates at opposite sides of said typewriter 18. The combination with a typewriter,
pivoted for movement toward and away a drive roller therefor, a plurality of cam
from said roller, means for shifting said of
rotatably mounted adjacent said drive
plates transversely of said roller to change plates
roller,
a contact member carried by each of
25 the position of said rotatable members rela said cam plates, a detent for controlling the 90
tive to said roller, and a detent for holding rotation of said cam plates, key levers for
said shifting means in different positions of releasing said detents to permit movement
adjustment.
Said cam plates by said drive roller, a
13. The combination with a typewriter, of
plurality of type bars, and means engaged
30 of a drive roller therefor, a plurality of ro by said contact members during rotation of 95
tatable members for selectively engaging Said camplates by said drive roller for actu
said drive roller, a frame for supporting ating said type bars.
said rotatable members, means for shifting 19. In a typewriter, a drive roller, a plu
said frame transversely of said roller to vary rality of cam plates journaled for rotation
35 the relations of said rotatable members rela adjacent said drive roller each of said cam 100
tive to said roller, link mechanism extending plates having oppositely disposed contact
to a convenient position on said typewriter rollers
thereon, a plurality of type bars,
for access by the operator, a handle for oper means supported
independently of said cam
ating said link mechanism, and a Spring plates for actuating
type bars and ar 0.
pressed detent for holding said link mecha ranged to be engagedsaid
by
said
rollers,
inism in different positions of adjustment. and cam controlled detents contact
for
selectively
14. The combination with a typewriter, of releasing said camplates to permit oper
a drive roller therefor, a pair of plates piv ation
by said drive roller.
otally and slidably mounted at opposite 20. thereof
In
a
typewriter,
roller, a shaft 10
sides of said typewriter adjacent said drive arranged adjacent saida drive
roller
and parallel
roller, a bar connecting said plates, a plu there with frame plates for supporting
said
rality of rotatable members mounted on said shaft and roller at opposite ends there
bar, means for selectively moving said rotat of, a plurality of cam plates mounted on
able members into engagement with said said shaft, type bars, levers for actuating
50 drive roller, springs engaging said plates to
said type bars, and cam rollers mounted on
press
said
rotatable
members
against
said
said
cam plates for engaging said levers to
drive roller, and a cam for shifting said actuate
type bars.
plates transversely of said drive roller to 21. Insaid
a
typewriter,
a drive roller, a pair
vary
the
relation
of
said
rotatable
members
of
shafts
arranged
parallel
with said drive 120
SS relative to said drive roller.
roller,
cam
plates
independently
15. In a typewriter, the combination with on one of said shafts, control dogsjournaled
said
a drive roller, of a bar arranged parallel cam plates pivoted on the other for
of
said
with said drive roller, a plurality of cam shafts, a plurality of type bars, levers piv
plates mounted on said bar for selectively
30 engaging said drive roller, a second bar ex oted independently of said shafts for actu 25
said type bars, hand actuated means
tending parallel with said drive roller, a ating
for moving said dogs for selectively permit
plurality of escapement dogs for said cam ting said cam plates to engage said drive
plates mounted on said second bar, key roller, and means on said cam plates for
levers,
and means actuated by said key levers engaging said pivoted levers to operate said 80
65 for controlling said escapement dogs.
type bars.
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22. A typewriter comprising a plurality
of key levers, a plurality of type bars, a
drive roller, a plurality of cam plates for
engaging said drive roller, levers for actu
ating said type bars, means on said can
plates for engaging said levers to actuate
the same, a plurality of dogs for controlling
said cam plates, plungers separate from said
key levers for moving said dogs, and means
10 on said key levers for actuating said plung
eIS.
23. In a typewriter, a plurality of type
bars, a power roller, a plurality of calm
plates for selectively engaging said power
roller, evers pivoted independently of said
cam plates for operating said type bars, said
levers having cam faces thereon, means on
said cam plates for engaging Said cam faces,
and means for shifting said cam plates rela
20 tive to said levers and drive roller to vary
the impact imparted to said type bars.
24. The combination with a type bar, of
means for actuating said type bar having a
eam face thereon, a rotary member for en
25 gaging said cam face to drive said actuating
means, and means for relatively shifting said
rotary member and said cam face to vary the
impact imparted to said type bar thereby.
25. In a typewriter, a power roller, a cam
30. plate for engaging said power roller, said
can plate having contact members at diamet

rically opposite positions thereon, a spring
normally tending to rotate said calm plate
to cause it to engage said power roller, a
detent for preventing rotation of said cam 35
plate by said spring, a key lever for releasing
said detent to permit rotation of said cam
plate, a type bar, and means actuated by said
contact member's for operating said type bar. 40
26. In a typewriter, a type bar, a lever for
Operating Said type bar, a fixed pivotal sup
port for said lever, a power driven rotary
member arranged to engage said lever to
operate said type bar, and means for adjust 45
ing said power driven rotary member and
lever, relative to one another to vary the im
pact imparted to said type bar.
27. In a typewriter, a type bar, a pivoted
lever for actuating said type bar having a 50
cam face thereon, a drive roller, a cam plate
arranged to engage said drive roller and hav
ing a contact member projecting therefrom,
a detent for controlling said can plate, key
control meals for releasing said detent, and 55
means for shifting said cam roller relative
to said operating lever to vary the impact
innparted by said lever to said type bar.
In testimony whereof I have signed my
name to this specification on this 3rd day
of April A. D. 1924.
OTTO. A. HOXANSON.

